
January GHSA Minutes 
January 16, 2014 

 

12:30 Call to Order 

12:30 Motion to Approve Agenda: passed 

12:32 Motion to Approve Last Meeting’s Minutes: passed 

12:33 Treasurer’s Report (Becky Schaefer) 

- The origins of the Historian’s Craft grant which we have been given for several years 

were fuzzy. Abril has tracked down the initiation of the grant and found that it was a 

one-year deal, but initial meetings with Marcel Martel suggest we should receive the 

grant yet again. 

12:36 Motion to Approve Budget: passed 

12:36 New Frontiers Report (Paul Aikenhead) 

- The numbers are looking good; we are at approximately 60 presenters currently 

- We have some exciting presenters, including the director of 21 Brothers and our 

keynote speaker 

- Budget: the total budget is $8600, and we have guaranteed to collect $4500, with 

another potential $2500 to come 

o We hope to break even, even without the registration fees that were charged in 

the past 

- What should we do about the cash reserve in the New Frontiers bank account? 

12:43 Motion to Approve New Frontiers Report: passed, 2 abstentions (Paul noted) 

12:44 Book Sale Update (Ahmad Tabari) 

- Ahmad is looking for volunteers from February 24-26 (2 hour shifts) 

- Ashlee suggests we put out a spreadsheet over the listserv, allowing people to sign up 

for individual shifts—Ahmad agrees, and this is what we will be doing 

- Ahmad is also looking for volunteers for a potential bake sale to accompany the book 

sale (Motion to include a Bake Sale: approved ~ 12:47) 

12:50 Motion to Approve Book Sale Report: passed 

 

 

 

 



12:50 FGS Council Report & Update on Student Satisfaction Survey (Stacy Nation-

Knapper) 

- International Students tuition concerns: the Provost met with the GSA to discuss this 

and the printing allocation decrease—FGS is trying to come together with the 

Teaching Commons to “provide support for international students,” though the 

meaning of this is unclear; no real updates with regard to the printing fund 

- Student Satisfaction Survey: in the context of the above concerns, Dean Crowe has 

said that if students are concerned, we need to start showing up at meetings—students 

have accommodated Dean Crowe’s request 

- Stacy suggests that Dean Crowe seems willing to listen to students because of their 

dissatisfaction, which they find concerning 

- Willie responded to this issue at the GHSA’s request by personally sending the Dean 

a report on the concerns and issues of graduate students; he has recently suggested 

that we share the Cyclical Program Survey (in-department) 

o Stacy wants to know if the GHSA would like to push the Department to do 

more, or if we are comfortable and satisfied with the above actions? 

 The consensus is that we want more 

- Suggestions have been made (and generally agreed upon) that we, the graduate 

history students of York, need to organize some sort of roundtable to produce a report 

which will then go through the proper channels to be submitted to Dean Crowe 

o Concerns have also been expressed that we (the GHSA) have taken on duties 

that are not particularly our responsibility 

1:20 Motion to Approve the Report: passed 

1:23 Proposal for GHSA Statement on Accommodation (Tom Hooper) 

- It is important that we reject the actions of the Dean of Arts, the Centre for Human 

Rights, and the Provost 

- Two recommendations: support the decision by the Sociology Department to support 

their TAs, and to approach our own Department to come forward against this abuse of 

this accommodation 

1:45 Motion to Approve Tom’s Proposal: passed, 2 opposed (Aaron noted), 2 

abstained (Brooke noted) 

1:45 Edits to the GHSA Constitution 

- Tom suggests that the language regarding the replacement or deposition of a member 

of the executive might be amended for privacy 

- Emilie suggests that the constitution should not only contain language regarding 

executive positions, Ashlee agrees 



1:57 Announcements 

- GHSA Bursary will be moved to the next meeting 

- GSA Annual General Meeting is this evening 

- Dean Crowe will be hosting several “open houses”—the next is on Thursday, January 

23 in the Student Centre 

- The Alumni Roundtable will be next Thursday, from 2:30-4 

- Thursday February 6, Franca Iacovetta will be giving a lecture on conference 

organization 

- Next Monday and Friday, the Early Modern European appointment candidates will be 

holding lectures and lunches 

- Harriet Tubman Seminar Series will be recommencing in February, with a speaker 

from King’s College in London 

2:01 Call to Adjourn: passed 

 


